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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Map reading is a fundamental skill and should be an objective 
in every social studies program, It is general:cy admitted 
both by educators and by the public that schools are .failing 
to teach pupils certain fundamental skills, In one of these 
skills, map reading, achievement is .far below what might 
reasonably be expected,l 
It is the purpose of this study to evaluate a series of exercises 
compiled by Winifred Brooks2 to aid children in acquiring the map reading 
skills necessary in developing certain umerstandings and in interpreting 
a map. 
An evaluation is to be made on the basis of the comparison of scores 
based on a test administered before and after the execution of the work 
sheet exercises by a group of .fifth grade children. 
The writer hopes to determine by the comparison of the results of the 
test based on the content of the exercises selected from the service paper 
'whether such a workbook or series of exercises will improve significantly, 
• over a five-week period, the pupils• skill in map reading, 
The materials used are the following exercises compiled by Winifred 
Brooks:3 
----------
1 Elaine Forsyth, "Map Reading,• Journal.!!£ Geography 42:329, 
October, 1943 
:Winifred Brooks, -Exercises in Map Interpretation,• unpublished 
! Service Paper, 1946, Boston University 
3loc. cit, 
--
2 
l. Map Symbols and Land Formations 
2. Map Symbols and Water Formations 
3. Directions 
4. Peysical Maps 
5. Relief Maps 
6. Elevation 
7. Contour 
8. Physical-Political Maps 
9. Scale oi' Miles 
10. Political Maps 
11. Weather and Temperature 
12. Air Currents 
13. Rainfall 
14. Population 
15. Occupation 
16. Transportation 
17. Mining 
18. Vegetation 
19. Lumbering 
20. Grazing 
Eveey individual should have the ability to interpret maps and 
understand the information revealed on maps. There are maey types of 
information that can veey clearly be shown on or read from maps. The 
ability to read the specific typeso! information from maps should be 
developed as early as possible in a simple and gradual process. 
"Teaching skills in the use of maps is a standard objective of 
social studies. •4 
Marguerite Logan5 lists the following abilities to be developed: 
1. Ability to determine the direction of any point on 
the earth's surface from aey other point. 
2. Ability to read general slope of the land and the 
direction of stream flow from a map on which rivers 
are sh011Tl (this includes distinguishing •upstream• 
from •downstream.•) 
3. Ability to recognize map symbols for cities, rail-
roads, land, oceans, rivers, mountains, lowlands, 
lakes, peninsula, isthmus, strait, bay, and the 
like. 
4. Ability to translate a scale of miles upon a map 
into actual distance on the earth. 
-------------
4 Gertrude Whipple and Preston E. James, •Instructing Pupils 
in Jlap Reading,• Social Education. 11:205 :U:ay, 1947 
5 Jlarguerite Logan, A Guide to the Teaching of the New 
Geography. (Ann Arbor, lllchiganTidlrardS BroS.,Tnc:-;-:L94l) ch. VI 
3 
5. Ability to read from production and land utilization 
maps such as manufacturing maps, agricultural produc-
tion maps, maps showing transportation facilities and 
the like, the facts concerning the areal extent and 
the relative production or development of a given 
area. 
6. Ability to read from rainfall, temperature, wind, 
ocean current, climatic regions, natural vegetation, 
soils and other environmental maps such facts about 
the nature and distribution of these phenomena as 
will function in the explanation of the human activ-
ities related to them. 
7. Ability to read from color contour maps facts con-
cerning slope, elevation, depression, size, and 
shape of land forms. 
The exercises previous~ mentioned provide an opportunity to aid 
in the development of these abilities. 
- -- :-:__ _-;::=-=-=--=--.,---~.cc-==:--
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CHAPrER II 
REVIEW' OF THE LITERATURE 
-------::c:_- _ _ -:=--==--_::::::--==--:=--=-=-=--=- -- - ---=--=-=- ---
l 
:Morrison states that map reading is an art which is the ability to 
read out of a map land and water forma, locations and relationship of loca-
2 
tiona, communications, direction, and distance, According to De Grasse 
pupils need instruction in map reading so that the,r ma:y establish habits 
of learning and map reading skills in order to make steady growth in map 
3 
interpretation, Wesley advises the universal use of maps in books, maga-
zines, newspapers, advertisements, and in various other situations demon-
strates the desirabilit,r of learning to use them effectively. 
Jlap reading is the primary" language of geography, To a large degree, 
4 
cites Bowman geography requires statistics - square miles, population, 
inches of rain, and tonnages. These things are plotted on maps dra11n 
accurately to scale, Geographers employ a technical map language, It is 
1 a language that has to be learned, like an;r other language, Upon a 
single map one may find from twenty to fifty •signs• that •save the mind 
an infinitude of words,• to use Jlackinder1 s phrase, 
A modern map is not conventionalized. Its symbols have to be trans-
lated; they cannot be read right off like the text of a printed page. • • • 
Jlaps are a kind of shorthand description, a way of looking at distant 
places •as if they were on the palm of yOtJr hand, • as a Chinese map maker 
has put it. 
----------
~enry C, Morrison, The Curriculum of the Common School, 
(Chicago, Ill., The Universit,r ot chicagoPress, 1940) pp. l4o 41.1. 
~jorie B. De Grasse, •A Stud;r of the Use and Meaning of Maps,• 
Unpublished Service Paper, 1945, Boston University, 
~dgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies, (New York, 
D. c. Heath and Compaf\Y", 1937), P• 3'$'87 
. ~saiah Bowman, Geographl .!:!!, Relation to the Social Sciences, 
---~(New York: C1larles Scri'biler 1 sSonsl1~}!iL_pp~ 1 - 2._ _ __ _ _ ___ ~------
::~ ---===.o-~tr-. .. :.c.-:=--= _.,_ ---==c-·:-:---=-. ----------~-==== 
Horn5 advises maps must be accorded a pre-eminent place to learning 
in the social studies. 
As a means of understanding certain types of distributions 
the map has become indispensable to the modern world. Only 
the grosser facts of complex occurrences can be retained 
in the mind. 6 
The writer agrees with Horn7 in his statement that the net of knowl-
edge relationships is now world-wide and the individual facts in any 
field have become available in numbers that are overwhelming unless pic-
torialized. Maey kinds of statistics have meaning only as they are given 
spatial relationships. Both the assembly of the data and the regional 
application of the results are facilitated and given meaning through 
relationships best displayed on maps. 
The basic tools for the study of geography are globes and maps, the 
globe being the most accurate representation of the earth• s space avail-
able for classroom use. Maps, according to Michaelis,8 are a unique com-
bination of symbols, colors, slopes, and terms. 
Because maps are symbolic representations, attention must be given to 
the gradual development of map language. First of all, maps should be 
simple. The symbols, colors, and terms on the maps should be identified, 
learned, and used in reading maps. The legend should be analyzed and the 
symbols and colors contained in it should be located on the map and inter-
5Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies, 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937) ,p. 3'8'8. 
"" 6 Bowman, ~· .£!!•, pp. 46 - 47. 
7 
Horn, ~ .£!!•, PP• 390 - 91 
1 
8John u. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracy, 
. -~~- -l Ne_w York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), pp:-266 .-: 7B . -=:-_.-~~·~~·~-·· =-·~ -. 
j 
6 
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preted. The scale of miles should be learned and used in measuring dis-
tances between places being studied. The use of maps, in short, must be 
related to children's background and experience, concepts and symbols 
must be developed graduall.y, and map reading skills must be put to use in 
solving problems. 
Globes and msps serve many significant purposes and are used in a 
variety of ways in the social studies. The location of various places 
may be checked; significant facts about a region can be neatly summarized; 
relative sizes of regions and space relationships may be detemined; rela-
tionship of various human activities to natural features can be discovered; 
the essential characteristics of a region can be studied; interrelation-
ship between living things and climate can be considered; and time, dis-
tance, and direction can be reckoned. 
Thralls9 lists the following as the types of understandings, abilities, 
and habits required for the proper use of maps: 
l. The ability to translate a msp into landscape imagery 
2. An understanding of the distinctive types of information that 
can best be expressed in maps 
3. The ability to read such types of information from maps and 
to raise questions concerning the facts shown 
4. The ability to translate into map language information 
expressed in statistics and reading material and 
S. The habit of consulting maps. 
----------
9 
Zoe A. Thralls, •The Use of Maps in Geographic Instruction,• The 
Journal .2£ ~National Education Association, December, 1932, p. 301. 
- ~--------~~~ ------- -_-=:..:__-_-_--:=-,,-_--:=-:-_.:: -------=---:: -----=--
10 
Lee and Lee stress the fact that the idea that smaller things can 
stand for things is the foundation of understanding maps. 
Maps serve maey valuable purposes in helping pupils to understand a 
number of phenomena in their relation to social studies. It helps to 
reduce the scale of areas and distances so that what is otherwise intan-
gible becomes meaningful. This brings abstract concepts of size, dis-
tance, and direction into the region of reality. Specifica.J.zy, maps 
symbolize relative and exact position, area, extent, and distance; human 
or natural relationships; elevation and slope of land and patterns of 
natural or cultural items. Before this understanding can function 
effectively the child must know how to read maps. 
ll 
George F. Howe made an attempt in his study to discover whether 
elementary school children are developing the necessary skills for the 
understanding of maps. 
The aim was (l} to measure the ability of children to use map 
symbols in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades and ( 2) by means of a 
remedial program, to discover whether defects might in part be overcome 
by adequate teaching along specific lines. 
The stucy showed that careful, exact teaching along definite lines 
will produce in the average child in the fifth and sixth grades the 
ability to interpret accurately any map's fund of information. 
10J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, 
(New York: Appleton-century-crofts, Inc., l9SO), pp. 281- 82. 
11George F. Howe, •A Study of the Ability of Elementary School 
~~li~~~~~~~i?~E~:~=!~gMt~~s~gsjg$a~,~~~~:fcb.oolc. 
8 
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Map reading is usually poorly taught, but when it is well 
taught, the child can come to understand how to read and use 
maps with meaning and facility.l2 
llcDavitt13 asserts that many of us, as teachers, fail to stress map 
reading and to realize that pupils are not able to interpret a map success-
fully unless they are taught to do it. Furthermore, after the first 
teaching we must constantly use maps to help interpret the geography 
lessons. 
George T. Renner14 asserts that the map is by far the most important 
of all the major visual instruments in education. This is because of its 
value in concept-building, and because of the variety of uses to which it 
may be put. The area represented by the map is really a fundamental frame-
work upon which ideas in the social sciences are hung. It is in terms of 
the map that an area takes on form and substance and is thereby brought 
down to usable dimensions. 
Only maps will enable us to understand the relation of one place to 
another and the significance of the location of places. 
Kohn says the purpose of a map is to reduce the patterns of 
the physical and human features of the earth to a size that 
can be seen at one place.l5 
-----------
12
Lee and Lee, ~· ~·• p. 282 
13Neva McDavitt, -Map Pre-Tests; Devices to Discover the Ability of 
Pupils to Interpret Maps,• Journal~ Geo:graphy, 44:207, Mey-, 1945. 
14George T. Renner, •The Map as an Educational Instrument,• Social 
Education. 4:477 - 82, November, 1940. 
l5Clyde F. Kohn, editor, •Geographic Approaches to Social Education,• 
National Council for the Social Studies, (Nineteenth Yearbook, 1948), 
p. 117. - -
9 
'~- ,..-_---::: -------
Experience in the use of maps occupy a large part of the time and 
attention in any program of social education. These experiences are of 
two kinds; those that train in map reading skills and those in which maps 
are used as a source of information. Most map experiences contribute to 
16 both ends. 
Whitaker17 advises no map is equally useful for all purposes. We 
must make use of the many different maps for their own particular merits 
: and to check them by liberal use of a globe. 
I ~ ,, 
The greatest need is for careful training in map interpretation. 
Children need many understandings and some skills before maps will have 
; meaning for them. 
18 . Forsyth hsts the skills basic to map reading as the coiTect use of 
the scale of miles, the understanding of direction, and the knowledge and 
recognition of geographic features. Each skill is to be broken down, the 
degree depending upon the ability and experience of the individual. 
Elizabeth R~,19 as a result of her investigation, reveals that chil-
i dren are easily made map conscious. At some time in his life nearly every 
j child wants to know where he is in relation to the whole world of space and 
I 
j time, and where the whole world is in relation to him. 
I 
1~atheryne T. Whittemore, "The Place of Maps in Social Education,• 
I Journal £f. Geography. 47:110, March, 1948. 
17J. R. Whitaker,"Flat Maps Are Not enough,• Nation's Schools. 32:46, 
I October, 1943. 
i lR_ . 
"Forsyth, .!!£• .£::b., pp. 330 - 334. 
19Elizabeth Ray, "They Need to Be Map Minded,• Parents• Magazine. 
20:22, December, 1945. 
10 
Map reading is not taught in any one year, month, or week, Wright-
20 
stone found that map reading seems most difficult at all grade levels. 
With map-reading skills, constant practice is necessary if they are to be 
retained and developed. 21 Included in these skills, according to Fuller, 
are the abilities to !mow and recognize geographic features, to understand 
and read general directions as well as land slope from river flow,to find 
locations and see their relation to each other and to other factors, to 
read and use parallels and meridians, to read map symbols, and to draw 
conclusions from map facts. The scale of miles requires careful consid-
eration. 
22 
The writer agrees with Katheryne Whittemore in her statement that 
map reading readiness must exist before training in the reading of maps 
23 
can begin. Whipple and James inform us that even though readiness on 
the part of the learner is required for actual learning, pupils in the 
elementary school are faced at the outset with the fully developed map. 
Map symbols are so nwnerous and varied that many of them can be inter-
preted correctly only by bright children. 
We must present the concepts with careful. graduation and modify map 
20 
Kai Jensen, "The Social Studies,• National Society £2!: ~Study 
of Education. (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 
3SthYearbook), I, p. 325. 
21Kenneth A. Fuller, "Developing Mad Reading Skills for Global 
Emphasis,• Journal of Geography. 42:216, September, 1943. 
22wbittemore, loc. cit., p. llO 
2
.3whl.pple and ;:;;:es, .!:!£• ~., PP• 205 - 8 
ll 
instruction to harmonize at each level of advancement with the actual 
intellectual capacities and needs of children. 
There are two purposes in the use of maps in the elementary school-
i (l) to develop a sense of location and (2) to develop the ability to read 
a variet,r of facts from maps--facts about the roughness, steepness, and 
form of land, about the drainage features, the relative location of cities 
and towns, and about a multitude of other points. 
The use of more complex keys for identifying terrain or elevation or 
vegetation on the globe and on maps should be explained, as well as the 
meaning of scale of miles. Particular emphasis on the fact that the scale 
of miles is not the same on all maps is needed. They should practice ascer-
taining distances between places or areas represented on widely different 
scales. 
Simple rainfall maps should also be introduced. Pupils should be 
taught how to follow the source of a river on a map, the symbol used for 
river and the fact that rivers flow in many directions should be explained, 
as well as the meaning of such terms as source, channel, course, mouth, 
branch, etc. 
The meaning of the many specific terms llhich the pupil finds on maps, 
such as bay, peninsula, istl:unus, and cape should be clarified and the sym-
bols for a city and a capital city should be taught. The pupils should 
also be taught the means used to depict railroad and steamship routes, the 
use of color on maps of different kinds, especially on elevation, vegeta-
tion, and political maps. 
Most pupils do not acquire a map skill in one lesson. Several sue-
___ ---c:_--_------::-:t-:-:---- =-----
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cessive map experiences should be furnished in cultivating any new map 
concept, in order to give additional practice on skills already presented •. 
After all the essential principles of map reading have been developed, 
pupils require much practice in discovering what a map tells about a 
region. 
CONCLUSION 
By preparing children as ful:Qr as possible for the interpretation 
of the major types of maps that they will need to use, we shall over-
come the lack of knowledge and understandings and basic skills llhich 
otherwise would be obstacles to their successful use of this essential 
tool in geography. An understanding of the map is necessary in inter-
preting the information obtained in reference to local, national, and 
world affairs. 
-----------¥ ----·- -·i---- ----------------
CHAPTER III 
PIAN OF EXPERIMENT 
=~-----+· 
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CHAPl'ER III 
PIAN OF EXPERD4ENT 
The plan for carrying on the evaluation of the workbook will be dis-
cussed in this chapter, 
This stu~ is to be an evaluation of a workbook of planned exercises 
in map reading. In order to carry on this experiment, it was necessary to 
receive permission of the superintendent and the cooperation of the prin-
cipals and fifth grade teachers. The writer is indebted to the superin-
tendent, principals, and teachers for the full cooperation received, 
This study was conducted in the fifth grades of a small city in 
eastern Massachusetts. One hundred thirty of the two hundred fifth grade 
children in sevel schools were used in this study. 
The writer met with all the fifth grade teachers March ll, 1952, at 
which time the plan and procedure for carrying on the experiment was 
explained. The experiment consisted of administering a preliminary test, 
a series of exercises, and the final test, The writer was available at 
all times to answer any questions that might arise, 
l 
Preliminary tests were administered March 11, 1952. 
The material used as the basis of this experiment was taken from a 
service paper by Winifred Brooks. 2 This workbook is made up in part of 
the following exercises 1 
1Appendix A 
2srooks, loc. cit, 
--
14 
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TABLE I 
TABLE OF CONTENTS OF WORKBOOK 
Type of Exercises 3 Number of Exercises 
1, Maps - Map Legend - Color 
2. Map Symbols and Definitions of Land Formations 
3. Map Symbols and Definitions of Water Formation 
4. Map Directions 
5. Physical Maps - Relief Maps - Elevation 
Shown by Color - Contour Lines 
6. Physical - Political 
7. Scale of Miles 
B. Political Map 
9. Weather and Temperature 
10. Weather 
11. Air Currents 
12. Rainfall 
13. Population 
14. Occupation 
15, Transportation 
16. Mining 
17. Vegetation 
18. Lumbering 
19. '!razing 
3 
Appeiidix _ll _____ _ 
---------~~- -,-~-----=-=-=--
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Page 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
15 
II 
--- - r~-----_ ~-~ 
16 
The pages listed are the placement of the exercises in Appendix A. 
One exercise was to be executed each ~ as a part of the social 
studies period for five weeks. Each exercise, approximately twenty 
minutes in duration, was to be mrked independentlY by the fifth grade 
pupils. 
The exercises completed were collected each week and scored. In 
checking w.!.th the teachers from time to time, it was reported that ·the 
children were very much interested in the exercises and there was a 
slight carry-over to the regular classroom work. 
At the conclusion of the five-week period, a final test,4 the same 
as the pre-test, was administered on April 18, 1952 to determine the 
effect of the variable of the exercises in map reading. 
In the following chapter, the results of the pre-test, workbook 
exercises, and final test are analyzed. The interpretation of these 
scores by means of statistical techniques determines the significance 
of the data recorded. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
-- -- :::--~ .:__:_--::-.. -_ - --- -
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CHAPl'ER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to evaluate a series of exercises 
compiled by Winifred Brooks 1 to aid children in acquiring the map reading 
skills necessary for the understanding and interpreting of maps. The 
measurement of effectiveness is a comparison of the scores on the test 
given at the beginning of the study and at the end. The test consisted 
of fifty items arranged in random order. 2 The pre-test and the final 
test were the same form. 
This test was constructed to test the skills taught in the workbook. 
The abilities tested are: 
( 1) to determine directions 
(2) to distinguish upstream from downstream 
(3) to recognize map symbols for land and water formations 
(4) to translate a scale of miles into actual distance 
(5) to read from production and land utilization maps facts 
concerning production 
(6) to read facts about distribution from rainfall, temper-
ature, air currents, and vegetation maps and 
( 7) to read from contour maps facts concerning slope and 
elevation. 
\rooks, loc. 
2Appendix A 
cit. 
----------
The critical ratio of the difference of the means has been used as 
the most satisfactory instrument for analysis of data. To determine the 
significance of the difference between any two means, the formula for 
finding the critical ratio (CR), when the two means are expressed by 
' M 1 and M 2 is: 
M - M CR: l 2 
SE Diff M 
'M l 2 
The standard of error as a difference between two means is found by 
use of the formula: 
SE Diff M M ~/SE" 
l 2 > .. l 
2 2 
+sE 
M 2 
In reference to the critical ratio and its implication, Wert3 says, 
Whenever this ratio is unity, the chances are 68 in 100 
that the difference is too great to be the result of 
sampling fluctuations; whenever this ratio is two, the 
chances are 95 out of 100 that the difference is too 
great to be a result of sampling fluctuations; and, when-
ever the ratio is three or more, it is a practical cer-
tainty that the difference is too great to be the result 
of sampling fluctuations. 
Table II shows the distribution of the scores on the pre-test for 
boys and girls. 
----------
3 James E. Wert, Education Statistics, (New York: McGraw Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1936), P• 145. 
18 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUriON OF SCORES ON PRE-TEST 
Score Number of Boys Number of Girls 
Obtaining Score 
37 
36 
34 
33 
32 
30 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
Obtaining Score 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
5 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
5 
1 
5 
1 
3 
6 
2 
3 
2 
4 
1 
1 
The Means on the pre-test are: 
Boys - 20.08 
Girls - 17.59 
Group - 18.72 
1 
2 
1 
2 
5 
8 
2 
1 
4 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
5 
2 
5 
2 
2 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
-------------- - -----------------===------=--'C""'""-=-=-=-----=-=---
Total Number 
Obtaining Score 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
6 
5 
9 
5 
2 
5 
1 
9 
5 
5 
7 
2 
4 
11 
4 
8 
2 
4 
8 
3 
2 
3 
1 
130 
19 
' 
- :t -=--::-:--=== 
------~----- ---·-· ---·------
--- - --- ----- ---
_,,---_-_c::--:---------t: • 
Table III shows the critical ratio of the boys and girls for the 
pre-test, 
N, 
64 
66 
TABLE III 
CRITICAL RATIO OF BOYS AND ~IRIS ON PRE-TEST 
Mean s. D. 
20,08 9.55 
17.59 7.23 
S. E. )4, 
1,22 
.897 
Dif£. S. E. Dif£. 
2.49 1.51 
The critical ratio of 1.65 is not significant. 
C. R, 
1.65 
All the workbook exercises were scored by the writer. Fifteen of 
the twent,y exercises consisted of ten items each; the remaining five 
exercises averaged nine items, making 195 the total number of exercises 
in the items. 
Table IV shows a distribution of the items done correctly by the 
one hundred thirty fifth grade pupils taking part in the experiment, 
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TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUITON OF SCORES ON WORKSHEETS 
Number of Items Number Getting Number of Items Number Getting 
Items Correct Correct Items Correct Correct 
16o 
156 
155 
154 
153 
150 
148 
146 
145 
144 
143 
140 
139 
138 
137 
136 
135 
134 
131 
130 
129 
128 
127 
124 
123 
122 
121. 
120 
119 
118 
116 
115 
ll4 
113 
112 
111 
110 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
109 3 
108 2 
106 1 
105 3 
104 1 
103 1 
102 1 
101 1 
100 4 
99 2 
97 1 
95 3 
94 1 
91 2 
90 4 
89 1 
88 2 
87 3 
86 1 
85 2 
84 1 
83 1 
82 1 
79 1 
78 1 
77 2 
74 2 
71 1 
69 2 
68 1 
66 1 
65 3. 
63 2 
59 2 
50 1 
49 1 
48 1 
39 1 
2l 
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The scores on the final test for the entire group were arranged in 
descending order. The selection for study of the worksheets was made 
from the scores appearing in the upper and lower quartiles. 
Table V shows a comparison of the number of items correct for the 
boys in the upper and lower quartiles. 
TABLE V 
CRITICAL RATIO OF NUMBER OF ITEMS CORRECT 
FOR BOYS IN UPPER AND I.DWm QUARTILES 
N. Mean S.D. Diff. S. E. Diff. 
19 130.97 21.68 8.69 
13 92.42 24.24 
C. R. 
The difference of the means between the two groups was 38.55, with 
the mean of 130.97 in the upper quartile and 92.42 in the lower quartile. 
The critical ratio of 4.42 was found. This was statistically significant 
in favor of the boys in the upper quartile. 
Table VI shows a comparison of the number of items correct for the 
girls in the upper and lower quartiles. 
TABIE VI 
CRITICAL RATIO OF NUMBER OF ITEM> CORRECT 
FOR GIRLS IN UPPER AND IDWER QUARTILES 
N. Mean S. D. S. E.M Diff. S. E. Diff. C. R, 
14 123.64 13.45 3.13 48.89 5.76 8.48 
20 74.75 11.48 4.01 
--~- ---· - ------- -c~_cc~c ___ -_ -_-_ ----- - -~~--= ------- --- --~----=--=- _::-= __ --____ .., 
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The critical ratio of 8.48 is statistically significant in favor of 
the girls in the upper quartile. The difference of the means was 48.89, 
with the mean of the upper quartile being 123. 64, and that of the lower 
quartile 74.75. 
Table VII shows a comparison of the number of items correct for 
both groups in the upper and lower quartiles. 
N. Mean 
TABLE VII 
CRITICAL RATIO OF NWBER OF ITE11S CORRECT FOR 
BOYS AND GIRLS IN UPPER AND LOWffi QUARTILFS 
S. D. Diff. S. E. Diff. C. R. 
33 
33 
127.86 16.02 
88.86 23.36 
2.83 
4.13 
39.00 5.62 6.94 
A significant difference was found. The difference of the means 
between the upper and lower quartiles was found to be 39.00 with a 
critical ratio of 6.94, statistically significant in favor of the pupils 
in the upper quartile. 
After the exercises in the workbook bad been completed, a final 
test, which was the same form as the pre-test, was administered. 
Table VIII shows a distribution of the scores on the final test. 
:! ,, 
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TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FINAL TEST 
Score Number of Boys Number of Girls Total Number 
Obtaining Score Obtaining Score Obtaining Score 
42 l l 
41 l l 
39 l l 
31 2 2 
36 4 4 
35 2 2 4 
34 3 3 6 
33 l l 
32 4 4 
31 l l 
30 3 6 9 
29 3 3 
28 2 5 1 
27 3 l 4 
26 4 2 6 
25 6 5 ll 
24 1 6 13 
23 3 3 
22 2 2 
2l 3 4 7 
20 4 2 6 
19 2 3 5 
18 2 3 5 
17 l l 
16 2 3 5 
15 2 l 3 
14 l 2 3 
12 3 3 
ll l 2 3 
10 2 2 4 
8 l l 
7 l l 
04 05 130 
The Means on the final test are as followst 
Boys 25.94 
Girls 
-
23.50 
Group 
-
24.70 
=::-------=c=-=- . 
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Table IX shows a comparison of the scores on the final test for 
boys and girls. 
TABLE IX 
CRITICAL RATIO ON FINAL TEST FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
N. 
64 
66 
Mean s. D. 
25.94 8.50 
23.50 7.40 
S. E. Diff. 
M 
1.08 2.44 
.918 
S. E. Diff. C. R. 
1.42 1.72 
The critical ratio was found to be 1. 72, which is not statistically 
significant. 
Table X shows the comparison of the pre-test and the final test for 
the boys, 
TABLE X 
CRITICAL RATIO OF THE PRE-TEST AND FINAL TEST FOR THE BOYS 
N. 
64 
64 
Mean 
20.08 
25.94 
S. D. 
9.55 
8.50 
S. E. Diff. S. E. Diff, C. R. 
)( 
1.22 
1.08 5.86 1.63 3.60 
The critical ratio of 3.6 was found. This ratio is significant 
statistically for the final test, The mean of 20,08 on the pre-test 
against the mean of 25.94 on the final test gives the difference of 5.86 
in favor of the final test. 
_- :-;:=--------- ------ --
Table XI shows the comparison of the pre-test score and final test 
score for the girls. 
N. 
66 
66 
Mean 
17.59 
23.50 
TABlE XI 
CRITICAL RATIO OF PRE-TEST AND FINAL TEST FOR GIRLS 
S. D. 
7.23 
7.40 
S. E. 
M 
.897 
.918 
Diff. S. E. Diff. C. R. 
5.91 1. 28 4.6o 
The difference of the means between the pre-test and the final 
test was found to be 5.91 with a critical ratio of 4.6. This difference 
is cited as statistically significant in favor of the final test. 
Table XII shows the comparison of the pre-test and final test 
for the entire group. 
N. 
130 
130 
TABLE III 
CRITICAL RATIO OF SCORES OF ffiE-TEST AND FINAL TEST 
FOR TOT.lL GROUP 
Mean S. D. 
18.72 7.96 
24.70 7.52 
S. E. Diff. 
M 
.701 
.661 5.98 
S. E. Diff. C. R. 
.963 6.21 
A mean of 18.72 on the pre-test against the mean of 24.70 on 
the final test gave the difference of 5.98 of the mean. The critical 
I! 
_=:-::-..;:::=-:c--.-_::_=~===== 
ratio of 6.21 was statistically significant in favor of the final test 
results. This substantiates the purpose of this study to prove that 
the workbook on a series of exercises in map reading will improve the 
pupils' skill in reading and interpreting maps. 
H+ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I 
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CHAPrER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The statistical data related to this stucy has been analyzed in the 
previous chapter. In this chapter, the writer will attempt to summarize 
the work. 
The purpose of this stucy was to evaluate a 110rkbook of exercises 
designed to assist children in acquiring the skills necessa~ to under-
stand and interpret maps successfully. 
The experiment was conducted by using the fifth grade enrollment of 
two hundred pupils in a small city in eastern Massachusetts. Due to 
illness only one hundred thirty pupils could be used in the final 
analysis. 
A prelimina~ test based on skills to be developed from use of the 
workbook was administered. The results were tabulated to be compared 
with the scores of the final test. Following this, one exercise was 
assigned each day as a part of the social studies program for a five-
week period. These exercises were scored b,r the writer. The same test 
as the prelimin~ was then given and the results compared with the 
initial scores. 
In the comparison of the pre-test scores and final test scores for 
l 
the boys a critical ratio of 3.60 was established. This was statisti-
cally significant. 
- ~:----- -·---
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The girls showed a significant difference on a comparison of the 
pre-test and final test scores. 2 The cricital ratio was 3.60 
The entire group showed a significant difference on the comparison 
of the pre-test and final test scores.3 The critical ratio was 6.21. 
The writer assumes that the workbook exercised proved effective. 
The results of the evaluation seem to disclose the following 
findings to the writer: 
l. The worksheets proved to be effective. This is indi-
cated by the significant gain made after the execution 
of the workbook exercises. 
2. The amount of gain was greater for the girls than for 
the boys. 
2 
Table XI, p. 26 
3Table XII, P• 26 
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APPENDIX A 
PRELDITNARY TEST 
FINAL TEST 
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State Bound 
Capital 
• City 
_River 
I 
iL 
---study the maps. Answer the following questions: 
--
1.. Name the longest river. 
2 .. Which city is about 300 miles f'rom Twin Falls? 
Boise Butte Casper Lewiston 2. 
3o 111ere is only one state in which zinc is not found., Which one is it? 3. 
4. Would a boat going from Lewiston to Vancouver be going upstream or 
downstream? 4 .. 
5., Wby are l1l.a..Izy' cities and towns found near rivers.? 
a.., Tr.te water is used for drinking .. 
b., Rivers are used for trading. 
} 
c., It is easier to travel b.Y boat., 
do Bridges can be built across rivers., 5. 
6., What is the longest tributary of the Columbia River? 
7o Wbic.."'1 state has the most different kinds of minerals? 
8<>. Hovr l1l.a1lY cities are lower in elevation than city A? 
9o \Vhat is the quickest way to go from Billings to Cheyenne? 
by boat by truck by air by railroad 
' J.O., U.s:ing the scal.e of' miles, tell how far it is from Olyi!lJ)ia to Sal.em. 
llo Would a boat going from Astoria to Portland be going upstream or 
7o 
8. 
9o 
lOo 
downstream? 11. 
12~ Two ways of travel that might- be used between Lffiviston and Astoria 
are air and land. What is the third way? 12o 
13., Are the regions marked 1-~.o - 80 inches of rain probably high or law 
34 
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land? l3o -------
14o Why might A~toria ba a better place to live in the summer than 
Cheyenne;? 
a. 1""~ is r-..,x- V•e noaet .. so cooling winds will blow from the ocean. 
1 b. Not many people live there in the surmner. o. It is on the coast and there is plenty of space in which to play. 
do It is not in the same state. 14., 
---·---
15Q V'Vhich is fa:rther south, the source of the Snake River or the city 
of Casper? 15. 
16., Which state has the most gold? 16& 
I -----------~ 
'17 & From vrha.t direction do the winds probably blow most of the time 
in the State of A? 17_. 
18a Vlhat kind of weather would you expect to find at the top of Mt. 
Hood? 
hot warm cold very cold 18. 
--------! 
19o lTh.ich city is dcmnstream from Portland? .. 
-
-
20o uive a reason for the scant rainfall in the extreme western section? 
a. The people living there drink a lot of water. 
bo There is too much sunshine in that section o 
Ce Mo3t, of the rain comes in the wintero 
d., It is on the side of the mountain which does not get the 
19., 
rainfallo 20o 
2lo ln what state is the source of the Snake River? 21., 
35 
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22., lrame the capital of c. 22., -----
23., If each L represent.s 1000 lbs., how many more pounds of leaa. are 
mined m the State of H than in the State of J? 23. 
-----
24. At what height is city A? 24. -----
25 e I.n what general direction does the Columbia River fiaw? 25 o 
26. In what area might ~ jungle region be found? 
a... 10 - 20 inches of rainfall 
b. 20 - 40 :u1ches of rainfall 
co 40 - 80 inches of rain fall 
do over 80 inches of rainfall 
27 ~ 't'iby might the river in A have very cold water near its source? 
a. 'l"ne sun never shines where the river begins. 
1 
b. Electric machines cool the water and keep it cold. 
c .. n, beg~s in the mountains which may be very cold near the 
summit., 
d., The people like cold water., 
26. 
28o What city is m the southeast corner of E? 28. 
29., Are the regions marked 10 - 20 inches of rain probably high or low 
lands? 29. 
30o What is tbe ele'QC:ltion of Mto Hood? 30. 
32o Vihy might fiying an airplane across northern B and C be dangerous? 
} a. M<1.mtai.ns to ny over. b.., 'l'ha pilot will get sleepy. 
c. The wi.'!ld never blows there ... 
d. Too many planes fly there. 32. 
33. 'Nhat city is about 125 miles from Casper? 
Sheridan Butte Twin Falls Billings 
34 .. l;bat state has the highest mountain peak? 34. 
35. If each S r.epresents 10,000 lbs., how man;y: pounds of silver are 
mined in the Sta·te of I? 35. _____ _, 
] l 36e g~many cities are higher in a1evation than city A? 
II 37~ Why might steel mills be located in the State of H? I ao Gold is found there .. 
b., Zinc is found there. 
36 
c .. Silver is found the~e .. 
do Iron is found ·~hereo 37& ----
38o How many st..ates have very heavy rain£alls ? 
2 3 4 5 
.39o Would the -c,nrpcrat..m:•e in a very high mountain region be 
38o 
------
-r 
very low , low 9 average 11 or very high? 39. 
-------
40q How mcuw ..:;tz.tes contain a desert? 
4 5 6 7 
Uo In what d.i.:actiiJn is Helena from Boise? 
40o ------·-
4lo -------
42. 
-------
h2., What two rivers form parts of state boundaries? 
43. 'What minerals might be exported from the state of F? 43o --
44o' Why do you think the areas having 0 - 10 inches of rainfall. would be 
sparsely populated? 
ao It is too sunny thereo 
J b o 'I'he surface is too hill.y o Co Too little rain to raise foodo 
do The people can Ut do a:ny work. 44o 
45. ·what other city is the same height as city A? 45o 
46o If each G repreaentfJ 5000 lbs o s hO"W many pounds of gold are mined 
in the State of G? 46o 
47o l~a1• kind oi' climate would you expect to find in the areas having 
little or no rainfall? 
very cold cool warm very hot 4 7 o 
h8. 1Th.at trro rivers, having their source in the same place, flaw in the 
same general. direction? 48o 
} 
49o Which stat~. has the fewest different kinds of m.ineral.s? 49. 
50~ Judging from the rainfall which section.., do you think, will be 
the most den:~o.ly populated? 
wester'::. central. · es.stem soutJ:nvestem 5o. 
-------
--------
--------
--------
--------
--------
------
--------
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1., Maps - Map Legend - ColE£ 
-
-A map is a representation or plax1 of a part or all of the earth's surface. It is u~ 
±':lat. 
Map makers use certain signs or symbols to shmT formations on mapso For example, a 1 
of alternate dots and dashes may stand for a state boundary .. A wavy line may stand for a ~ 
ver. A dot may stand for a city. Many of these symbols are standardized. That is, they are 
·~broughout the world by map makers& This is not always true so a reader of maps will alwaya 
s tudy the map legend carefully before attempting to study a map., 
The Map Leg~~ or map key is usually found in a box at the corner of the map. It will t 
give the meaning of map ~ols, of colors, the scale of miles, and any other information 
needed in. interpreting the map .. 
Colors on a map may shaw several t~s.. Most common on relief maps is the, use of color to 
designate-heights of land above sea level. other uses are to show political subdivisions 
such as countries, states, counties, towns, and boroughs., Colors may also be used as symbols to 
show populati on, weather, industries, agricultural products, mining, grazing, and many other 
f a.cts wh:bch.!Iaay be shown on maps., 
1 2., :Map SymbOls and Definitions of Land Formations 
Study the map s.y.mbols and definitions given below, then do the work on the map sheet on 
the next page .. 
. -1 i I I I ; Railroad 
~"'!!SCape .. ., • • • • • a point of land · extending into the water 
Coast Line ., 
Continent ... 
Country • • 0 
.. . . 
0 •• 
• 0 • 
the edge of the land where it meets the water 
the largest division of land 
a political sub-division of a continent 
-•-•-•-·•-state ~.. • a l ine separating political sub-divisions of a country 
Isla~:d o • • • • • a body of land surrounded by water 
J Isthmus. ~ . • • • a narrow ~ck of land connecting two larger bOdies of lanct 
Peni:nsula • • 0 0 a body of land almost surrounded by water 
~\\ 1/J Ill I in 
,,, · •• ... ~ Mounta Range 
"' /II "J I 
a ridge of mountains 1 usually in a line ..... 
-
• • 
• Town •• o o • 0 • a large densely populated place 
• City o • o • o o o a very large town 
S CapitaJ. City • • • the seat of government of a state or country 
} 
1 
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l4a.p Symbols and Land Formations 
Opposite the proper formation or definition write the number which ~ 
sents it on the map. Be care.tul., ~ !Q1 formations or definitiorus are shown. 
- .,., .......... . Penin8ula 
Cape -------------------------
Mountain Range 
state BOundary" """'!!"':-o-._'!1"-----~ 
it,y ________________________ ~ 
ls'tlmaj 
Railroad~--------------------------~-~·· 
Coast J.ine 
I~ ------------------
C&pitaJ: Citf~--------
,.. 
} 
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- 3., Map Symbols and Definitions of Water Formations 
Study the symbols and definitions carefully before doing the work on the map sheet 
which follows., 
Ocean • •••• • 
Sea 0 0 • • • • 0 
•••••• 
Bay ••••••• 
strait • • • • • • 
Lake ••••••• 
the whole body of saJ.t water on the surface of the globe 
one of the larger bodies of salt water, less than an ocean 
a portion of the ocean or sea extending into the land 
an inlet of the sea, smaller than a gulf 
a passageway or narrow channel of water connecting two 
larger bodies of water 
a b~ of w~ter nearly surrounded by land 
~River •••••• 
~Tributary •••• 
a large stream of water flowing through the land 
a stream of water flowing il\to a larger body of water 
the place where a river begins, usually in the hills or 
mountains 
} 
· Source of a River • 
Mouth of a River • where a river joins a larger body of water 
Current • • • • • the movement of water :in a stream, from the source to 
th~ mouth 
Upstream • • • • going toward the source of a river, against the current 
Down .. ~tream • • • • going toward the mouth of the river, with the current 
, 
Delta • • • • • • 
~pids •••• 0. 
low, level land around and including several mouths of a 
river 
very swift currents of water in a river, usually maki.ng, 
passage of large boats possible 
J.llLL )J.}jj Ma.rsh o • • • • • tract of wet, swampy land 
1 
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Map Syil!bols and Water Formations 
Opposite the proper fonnation or definition write the number which repre-
sents it on the map. Be careful, ~~formations or definitions are shown. 
Lake Delta Ocean------------------------------ Tribut-ary---------------------------
Bay 
Rapi~------------------------~ 
Source of a River 
------------------
Marsh Outh -o~r-a~R~i-ve_er __________________ __ 
Strait --------------------------
1 
! ~' ,,,, ~· ~ 
=. ,,, 
'#Ill 
... 
... 
... 
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Map Sy$ols and Water Formations 
Opposite the proper fonnation or definition write the number 'Which repre-
sents it on the map. Be careful, ~~formations or definitions are shown. 
Lake Delta Ocean------------------------------ Tribut-ary---------------------------
Marsh 
MOuth -o~r-a~R~i~ver----------------------
Strait 
Bay 
Rapi~------------------------~ 
Source of a River 
------------------ ----------------------------
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4. Map Directions 
-
Many people confuse directions on maps. They think of north as "up" and south as "downo 11 
Remember that "up11 means away from the center of the earth toward the sky. 11 Down" means to-
ward the center of the earth. A map is similar to a photograph of the earth taken from far 
up in the sky. Looking at a map is like looking down toward the center of the earth. 11Up11 
means a1'fay from the map, toward the reader's faceo 
For convenience in using flat maps north is generally shown as being away from the 
reader. South is tcwrard or near the reader. East is toward his right hand, west is toward 
his le.ft hand. - -
If the map reader can sit so that north shown on the map is pointing in the direction of 
the real north, it is easier to understand the other directions. Then the reader~ be fac-
ing north with south at his back, east on his right, and west in his lefto 
There are eight common directions 'Which are important in map study. The four canmon direc-
tions are north, south, east, and west. 
North 
1 . 
West + East 
South 
Between the four main or cardinal points of the compass are four other camnon direc -
tiona .. They are called northeast, southeast, soutlDrest, and northwest • 
) 
• Half way between north and east is called northeast. 
Ha:Lf way between south and east is called southeast. 
Half wa:y between south and west is called southWest. 
HaJ.f way between north and west is called northWest. 
Nortn 
Northwest east 
Sou heast 
South 
1 
R,·v-e..,~­
~ b,. ''/;'/-IS ft-. 
Mt. R0c; nier 
Directions 
l o In what direction is Seattle from Mt. Rainier? 
2. In wha·t direction is Easton from Mt. Stuart? -------------
3. In what direction is Mt. stuart from ElJ.ensburg. 
4. In what direction is Tacoma from Easton? . ------------
;;. In wh.at general direction do the rivers caned I, 'White, and PUYallup 
now? 
6. In what -g-en_e_ral~--=-di"="·re-c-:-t~i-on-d"::-o--:ot":"h_e_r~i~v-e_r_s called Bj C , and D flaw? 
7o In what general direction is River A from Mt. Rainier? 
8. ,Which .l town is nearer the source of River c, generally -ea_s..,t~o-=f~T~a-c-oma--,--­
Easton or Ellensburg? 
9. ·which is farther south, rtli""e~s::""'our~-:-ce ....... o~f~t""'h'""'e..,Puy~~an'lr.;":u:-p---;R::-:i-v-er-o .. r..... the city of 
Tacana? 
10. In. what di~re~c~tl:"'!i~o~n~rr~'O~m~M!r£-• ..,s"'-~t~u~art~~l.r:• s:"""%t~he'":"""'"l~an~d~n--ea~r--e:-oa~~se--a~l~e~v~e1 ... ~'~"'7 -----
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5. Physical Maps - Relief Maps .... Elevation shown by Color- Contour Lines 
-Physic~ ~ sh~ land formations such as rivers9 mountain""'S';J.akes, islands, etco 
Relief Ma~s1show in addition to physical features, the height of the land., This is also calle e evation. Elevation means how high the land is above the level of the 
sea., 
Elevation ls generally shown by color. The same color bands are usually on maps., 
Dark green on a map may mean the land measured from sea level to a point 500 feet 
iri height. The 500 feet means that distance above sea level. This land may or may not 
be flat or gently sloping, but does not reach over 500 feet up. 
Light green may be used to show land from 500 to 1000 feet in height. Elevation 
fran 1000 feet to 2000 feet may be colored yellow; that from 2000 feet to 5000 feet 
l:i.ght brown., Dark brow.n may indicate an elevation of from 5000 to 10,000 feet., All 
h i gher than t hat may be shown with red. Notice that the distance intervals are not uni-
form in size .. To have them so would require a confusing number of color s . 
Contour lines show elevation. They may or may not be used with color. When used 
with color bands, contour lines separate colors. They show equal heights above sea level. 
Sea level is the 0 (zero) contour line. The next line would be the 500 foot contour line. 
One cannot tell where these changes in elevation occur when traveling over the land as 
the change is not perceptible. One would need to carry an instrument which could measure 
altitude t o know exactly haw high above sea level he was at any ~ivan 1 pointo 
Can you see that the nearer together the contour lines are, the steeper the slope? 
In fact, if the land rose very gradually over a great distance the lines would be far 
aparte 'Whereas, if the l.and was steeply mountainous they would be almost touching., 
Contour l ines bend upstream. Low land follows the river. This results from the 
st ream washing a:way its banks over long periods of time. 
J 
-
1. Relief 
- • - ·- •- State Boundaries 
-
A-B-C-D 
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States 
Using this coloring scale, color the map. 
Red 
1000- 2000 
500- 1000 
0 - 500 .ft. 
Dark Brown 
Light Brcnm 
Yellow 
Light Green 
Dark Green 
m.ue - Sea Level 
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2. ~ieaJ. - Political. 
State Boun ies A-B-C-D States 
1. The highest mountain is • 2. The towns located on the-hi""g_,h ... e_s_,t,....l_an__,d,_ar_e _____________ _ 
• 3. The river Which haws down the steepest Slope is the • 
4. The elevation of the land around Colberg and Danboro .,.l.S--------
feet .. 
5. The height of Mt. Black is------------ of Mt. Vlhite is 
• 6. .,.'lt_e_e~l,....c_v_a..,t-:i-o_n_o~f-t':"!h,....e__,tOWtl,_--o-.f~Bi":""t-=--on is feet. 
1. The source of the Red River is ------------------ feet 
above sea level. 
8. A town having the same elevation as Hedham is---------------· 
9. Biton is about as far above sea level as --------------• 
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2. ~iea1 - Political. 
State Boun ies A-B-C-D States 
1. The highest mountain is • 2. The towns located on the_hi ....g . fi~""'e-s""'t_l_an_d.,._ar_e ____________ _ 
• 3. The river Which haws down the steepest Slope is the • 4. The elevation of the land around Colberg and Danboro ""l._s _______ _ 
feet .. 
5. The height of Mt. Black is-------------" of Mt. Vfuite is 
• 6. ""''lt_e_e~l,...e··v-a..,t-=i-o_n_o".:!f-t~h~""'e__,tOWil~""'---o-wf~Bi":""t-=--on is feet. 
1. The source of the Red River is ----------------------- feet 
above sea level. 
B. A town having the same elevation as Hedham is-------------· 
9. Biton is about as f'ar above sea level as ---------------• 
) 
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-· -· - ·- · - State Boundaries 
(!) Capi taJ. City 
,, ,, JJ '' '' "'"" 
"'_, '" ,, 11 .. h JJ -' Mountains 
• Large City 
• Town 
- Rivers 
~ ==:;:::;::::::: Coast Line 
A - B - C - D states 
States - States are political sub-divisions of a countr.Y-~ Each h s its 
loca1 government but joins with others for the common good of the who~e. own 
This imag~ map shows four such states designated by letters of the 
alphabet, A, B, C, and Do 
1. In 'What state is the largest single mountain range? 
2. Vf.hat two states share the same mountain range? 
3. In 'What direction does the river having its sour·~c-:-e-iii~""~A~""',~h~avr~?~-----
4. In -what states might minerals be found? 
5 .. Which state seems to be the most thinly -p-:-oPill..-..,~a~t~e~dl'l';?-----------
6. Which state has the longest coastline? 
7. List three possible important occupatio_ns ___ o-::f:;-:-to;-h_e_p_e_o_p'l;"~-e-o-:f~to;-h-e-s"""!ta~t-e __ _ 
capital of c. ---------------------------
a. How ClO you kliaw that the land in X is higher than the land boraer!ng the 
coast in C? -----------------~--------------------------------
9. In what three states does the same river tribUtary haw? 
10.. In 'What two states do rivers have their source in mounta.in-re~g-.i ... on__.s'~~'? ___ _ 
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7o Scale of :Miles 
- -
As maps are tiny plans of varying expanse the actual size of the area ca.rmot be shown. 
'ihere:f'orep a small portion of a map may represent a large area. In order to really unde~ 
stand the meaning or story of a map we must lmow distance. Distance on a map is shown by the 
use of the scale of miles. Drawing to scale means that a certain distance on a map stands 
fo1~ a cert.ain distaace on the earth. Many different scales are used and it is important to 
look at the s~a.le of miles on any map before attempting to study it. 
On sol!le Iru:~.ps the sc3l.e is 10 miles to an inch. others may use 2.5 miles to an inch, some 
.5oo, some 1000, or ar~· other number as the map maker wishes. 
This means that an inch space on the map picture might represent ten miles on the earth 
:i~t.self. 'This would shovv a map of a small area showing many details. 
A map ·~~n.ng a scale of 1000 miles to an inch would cover a great deal of the earth! s 
surface on vrhich few details could be shovm. 
Scnetlmes the first inch of the scale of miles is divided into smaller sections so that 
short distancas can be accurately measured. In the sample below each sub-division stands for 
2) miles. 
100 200 300 
I I ~ ------., 
Scale 100 miles to an inch. 
1 
Here is a suggestion for measuring distances on maps. Cut a narrow strip of paper or 
·cardboard. Place it on the map so that it passes between the two points to be measured. Mark 
tpe paper strip at each point. Then lay it along the scale of miles. The distance can then 
be determined. 
Using the scale of miles shown below-9 work out the problems. Give the distance Vlhich 
each line represents. 
I 120 
1. miles 
2. miles 
3. miles 
4. miles 
.5. miles 
6. miles 
7. miles 
8. miles 
9. miles 
lOo 
---------------------------------------
miles 
} 
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8. Political Map 
-
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-·- ·-·-· -· 
State Boundaries 
A-B -C-D States 
C!l Capital City .JJS so 7.5" IC() 
• City 
• Town Scale of Miles 
Write on the en asked to do so. 
1. Place tho name [b~ beside C's capital ci~. 
2. Place the name boro beside D1s Chief city. 
· J •• P.la.ce the name Biton beside the town nearest the state of B. 
4 Place the name Farwell beside the town on the border of A and c. 
5. Place the name Caxton beside the town in the northwest corner of A; the 
name Hedham beside the town on the northeast corner of A. 
6. Place the name Pittville beside the town which is upstream from Danboro. 
7. Place the name Irontown beside the town Which is about 30 miles from the 
source of the tributary in the state of c. 
D. Label the longest river, Green Rivero 
9. Using the Scale of Yi.les, tell about how far it is fran Colberg to Briton. 
10. Which state ha:s very few people? Yfuat shows this? 
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9. Weather and Temperature 
Weather very directly affects people's lives, vegetation, and animal. life. Man must 
adjust his way ~1f living to the weather. He wears different clothing in cold regions than 
in warm sections. He eats different food, he lives in different ~s of hameso His work 
is often determined by the weather of the place where he lives. He even changes his form 
of play to suit the weather. 
A weather or temperature map may reveal much about elevation, vegetation, and occu-
pations of the people of the land. Such a map will vary from month to month as the weather 
Val'ies. B,y stuqying the temperature of any given region in any one month, several facts 
abollt the land can be determined. 
A study of the lines on a temperature map will give a clue to the height of the land 
of the region. As one travels up to a higher region the temperature lowers. High moun-
tains are usually so cold on their summits that snavr can be seen the year round. The 
growth of vegetation is retarded as the elevation increases. 
Looff land near these same high mountains may be very hot, as is the case with areas 
near the equator. Winds fram the oceans may cool land on one side of the mountains as 
well as keep the land moist by carrying rain clouds over the area. The same winds blowing 
over the mountains may lose all their moisture on one side of the range so that the other 
side is dry and arid. Such conditions may result in low areas on one side of the mountain 
being wet and fertile while that on the other side is dry and desert. 
Weather and temperature maps of ~ area would be different in different seasons. They 
are based on the average temperature of the designated period. 
That is, if a weather map showed the weather of a one week period it might be the 
average for the week. 
If a temperature map showed the temperature of a one week period it might be deter-
, mined sometning like this. 
Temperature at noon on Monday is 70°, on Tuesday 76°, Wednesday 720, Thursday 60°, 
Friday 680, Saturday 8oo, and Sunday 85°. Adding these numbers together and dividing by 
the number of days measured (seven) 1f1l1 give the average temperature. 
} 'o 70 76 
72 
60 
68 
80 
85 
511 ° 
] 
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Temperature 
JUlY 
Carefully stuqy the section on Weather and Temperature before answering the 
questions. 
lo ·what sl;ate contains a desert? 
2~> What two states contain very high mountaiil regions? 
3o 1hat states have mountains? -----------
4. What states have temperatures suitable for vegetable farming? 
$.What part of the state of C has low land? --------
6 • What state has land "Which is very steep, risiiig trom very low to very high 
in a small. area? 
7. What state has tvro m-oun:_ta,.....,in~s~?:----------------------
8. V1hich side of the state of B has warm wet weather? 
9. Vihi.ch side of the state of B has hot, very dry weat""he-r-?"". ---------
10. Give a reason why the river in the state of D might contain very cold 
water near its source. 
J 
- r-
10. Weather 
Septeiiiber 
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[ : ·.::] Hot ,-, 
tf.l1l1I Cold 
Mild ~Cool 
II t I iJ r Very Cold 
Write on the map. 
1. Place an li where a very high mountain is located. 
2. Place an H where three other mountains may be found. 
3. Place a D in a place which might be a desert. 
4. :Place a T where a. tropical jungle region might be found. 
5. Evergreen trees grow well in a cool climate. Place these symbols ~ ~I( 
where such trees might grow o 
6. Place this symbol "11( where grazing might be common. 
7. Place this symbol ..-. '"t" where vegetables can easily be grown. 
8. Place a square 0 :ln the states which have four kinds of weather. 
9. ~ace the letter F in the state Which has the greatest population. 
lOo Place a circle 0 in two areas where very few people live. 
] 
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-ll. Air Currents 
Air currents may be warm or cold and so influence the temperature of the land over 
which they blow. 
They are sometimes blocked by mountains and in trying to rise over them may drop 
most of the moisture which they carry. In this way one side of a mO\Ultain range might have 
much more rain than the other. 
Air mtrrents directly affect aviation, especially in mountainous regions. 
Water becomes cool and heats up slower than land so air currents from over the water 
sometimes cool the land in summer and warm it in winter. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
------~~~ ------lr 
1. V'lhat part of the states of C and Dare coolest?-------------
2. What land formation may be in the center of B ? -------------
3. 'Which side of B is rainy? ----------------------4. 1\fhich side of B is quite dry. 
$.Why might flying an airplane be aangerous in northern c? --------
6. Why is the island near the border of C and D probably a good summer resort? 
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12. Rainfall. 
-In some places in our world no rain faJ.ls for years at a time. In others as much as 
120 inches of rain has fall. en in a week. Such conditions are extreme. 
A rainfal.l average of arO'lllld 40 to 50 inches distributed fairly evenly over a year 
provides the best conditions for comfortable living. 
Areas of medium rainfal.l attract people. Abun~ food can be raised and grawn, forests 
thrive,. water power can be obtained; suitable living conditions are assured • In short, the 
amount of rainfall. has a very direct effect on the lives of people. 
In regions wher·e little or no rain fal.ls a dry or desert condition is found. Water must 
be imported or carefully conserved for man's needs. Animal.s and vegetation are scarce. 
Areas h"l.ving ext,remely heavy rainfall are usual.ly jungle regions. Floods frequently 
occur. Vegetation grows so rapidly and densely that it forms a serious obstacle to man's pro-
gress. 
In studying the section on air currents you read of how air carries moisture over the 
land. As the currents of air rise in highland regions and become cooler the moisture con-
denses and falls as rain. Therefore less rain reaches the higher slopes. The air passing 
over the mountains has lost most of its moisture so the land on the o;ther side will be dry, 
having little rainfall. 
In answering the questions belawr, use the map on page 18. 
1. Which states have the greatest area for agriculture? 
2, Which state# contains a desert? -------------
3. Which state has a wet jungle reg on. 
4. Which states probably have very high mountaii'is? 
5. In what state might bananas be grown? --------------
6. From what direction do the winds proba.S!y: btaii most of the tiiiie in the state of 
B?' 
7. Are tne·areas marked 2o - 46 inches of rain probably high or low landS 1 
8. Why does the state of B have so little rain in its eastern section? . -----
9$ -Ts the area in D marked 80 or more inches probablY high or low land? 
10. In what states might forests be found? ------
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12 0 Rainfall 
1 
Incbes of rain per year 
1 
.... 3 
., .. ~
..... , , 0- 10 inches 10 - 20 inches ~\\\ \\) 20 - 40 inches 
f__ 1 40 - 80 inches 1 111111 I] 80 or more inches 
II 
~ 
I 
I· 
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13. Population 
- -
Peop1e ~r square mile means the average number of people "Who live in each area of 
country 'Which J.S one mile square. If a region is mountainousD desert9 extremely hot, eJD-
tremely cold, marshy, or has barren soil unfit for crop cultivation, few peop[e can live 
on ito 
If the region is fertile~ has a mild climate9 "is neither too mountainous or too low, 
is accessible to easy pathways of transportation, or is near the source of many natural. 
resources,. it would provide occupations to attract many peoPleo 
Centers of great density of population are usua.lly citiese They have been fonned be-
cause they are centers of trade or located near natural resources which could provide work 
i'or many people. 
} 
Stuqy the map on page 20o Then answer the questions. 
1. 1Wvr many people per square mile live near the mouth of the river in C? -----
2. Give two sensible reasons why so few people live in two sections of Bo 
-----
3. Hci'IW can you tell that there are two towns in A? 
------------------------------
4. Do you think the land in northern C is high or low? Why? 
----------- ---------
5o What might be the chief work of the people living near the source of the river in 
C? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
6 . Vlhy do you think so few people live along the eastern coast of D? -------
7 • What might be the chief work of the people living in areas of 26 to 64 people per 
square mile? ---------------------------------------------------------
8. ff<hich state has the greatest population? 
------------------------------------
9. Which state has the fewest population?------------------
lOe V~ are the thickest populations found near rivers? 
--------------------------
I' 
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13o Population 
-
1 
People per square mlle 
~ 65 - 125 ~ 26-64 
[[[IIf ll - 25 2 -10 
.J 
-
-
-A 
8 
t' 
-
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14. Occupations 
\ 
\ 
I 
- \ 
-
-
I 
A 
I= 
I 
~~~----~~~------~~~\ ~ 'r Farmers c. A Miners .I Factory Workers F'! 
o o Business Men +t+- Railroad Workers 
0 0 0 0 0 
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-j) - 't' 
ck Raisers 
= Lumbermen 
The work of a people is decided by the country in 'Which they live. The 
natural resources, the climate, the land surroundings, the nearness of rivers 
and the sea, the fertility of the soil; all determine what people 1rlll. do for 
a liv.ing. 
An occupation map may tell much of the nature of the land. 
1. Using th.1s ~as a symbol, show on the map where you would expect to find 
railroads. 
2., .;u..~.cil state raises the most cattle? 
3. What natural. resources might be foun""d_n_e...,a-r-.,.t""he~s~t--a"~'t-e'""~~br-o-un...,aar~i.,..e...,s~o"~~rr-A~an__,d~C? 
4. Draw a circle around three places 'Where cities might be !ocate<!. 
5. Vfhich is the largest farming state? 6. List six types of work which busines.,.s_m_en __ '"'in-tlin-e~s"'l"'t-at'~""e-or-x--:;c-IIll.r-.:-g.,..h"~'t-dO-r-.---
7. 't'l'nat might the factories near the boundary of c and A manuracture? 
----
8. '!Il: Which states are the moSt fertile landS founift 
9. What might be exported from the state of D? ----------~ 
10; Would you consider the climate of southeastern C 'Eo be very hot, very cotd, 
or temperate? -----------------------------------------~--------
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15. Transportation 
-
-
The che:1pest form of transportation is by water., Next inexpensive is by truck or rail-
road., The most expensive form at present is travel by airo 
Railroad routes generally follow level land as much as possible. Highways 9 rivers, and 
railroads often run parallel to one another as each seeks the most level patho 
Air routes may choose a straight path to any point9 though they must use care in moun-
tainous regions. 
} B 
\ tS,·-~:-~~., 
• \ --+++-++-~.....--
\ 
\ 
--c:fAJ Air 
----water 
' :"\ 
\ 
I 
I 
,/0 
-' 
11/ill Land r<.~.·J-,o~ 
1. What is the cheapest way to travel from Colberg to Danboro? 
2. Wh~.t is the quickest way to travel from Colberg to Ianboro? -------
3. Would .. :;. )~·~ .;ving from Colberg to Farwell be gomg upstream or dOWii? 
l~. What freight might be carried from Irontown to Colberg" 
5. What three methods of travel might be used between Ca.:xton and CO!berg? 
6. Wi'iat city is a railroad center, contains an airport, and iS a river portlft 
7o Which city is the largest railroad center' 
8. Give .a reason why a railroad was not built -~"'t)~et.WE~e"'"e""'n~P~~~tl"'lt~vm~""'e~an~ar"""i"itiiii~b~o~ro~.-
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16. Mining 
Mining :1.s an extremely important occupation of a great number of people. Af'ter the ore 
is extracted from. the earth it must be smelted so that the metal.s can be removed. Great 
mills are built for this purpose. 
Metal.& like copper 1 tin, gold, and sll ver come from the earth. The work of changing 
the crude metal u:to hundreds of k;lnd.s of manufactured goods provides a living for thou-
sands of people .. 
Iron is made into many articles. Much is combined with carbon to make steelo 
Petroleum or oil is transformed from its crude state into many other forms in oil re-
fineries. These forms may be kerosene, gasoline, benzine, and lubricating oil; just a few 
of the most itrportant. 
Coal is sometimes made into coke. Much is made into cooking gas. Many other bYFoducts 
of coal give work to thousands of workers o · 
Nitrates, used in a powdered form for fertilizer, is a rock obtained fram mining0 
} 
St..:.d:- L~;.~ : ... ap on page 24 for ~1elp in answering ~hose questions. 
lo Which is the greatest mining state? 
· 2. Which state has the greatest variety-of.,....m..,inr-~in-g'71'?-------------:-----~ 
J. Vlhich state has the fewest mines? --------:------------------4. l'lh.ich state mines only one mineral. 
. 5o In which states is petroleum found? 
6. In which states is copper found? ----------------------
7. In which states is coal. mined? 
e. In vmich states is iron mined? ------------------------
9. Which state has the most gold? 
10. Which state has the most silver·------------------------
11. In which state is tin found? 
12. In which state are nitrates f'_oun __ d~?~----------------------
13. Why might steel mills be located in the states of c and I?-----------
1.4., What products might be exported :rrom c? ---------------~----
15. """WliY woUJ.u- a- ramer ii'aiit 'nitrates? ----------------------
1 
-
0 0 
0 
A 
-. --·-·-· 
8 
0 
Cl 0 
0 0 Gold 
ss Silver 
II til Iron 
16. Uining 
\ 
'· 
• \ 
\ 
\ 
'\ 
\ 
-; r Tin o o Copper 
tiN Nitrates .:£_ Petroleum 
r!b CoaJ. 
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17. Vegetation 
Crops grcnr b8ir at certain elevations of land in certain climates. Much can be learned 
about a land by studying crops and their uses. For example.~~ bananas are a tropical tru.it, 
growing best in hot, wet regions. Cotton grows best in a wann climate. 
} 
~ ~ 
~l::;:l'b 
~ A 
tl " t> 0 ,.,_ o o o o u.r.-apes 
- - .J. Tobacco 
I 
I 
I 
-·-, 
\ 
\ 
{) 0 Corn 
"Y r y 'Wheat 
I"~ 
• 
I "' ... 
" 
' 
""' 
0 
't' D 0 
(} f) 
't 
0 0 
f r p Cotton 
'f Bananas 
1. lfntch states raise food crops? 
2. ;.-.1-.:~1 states rais~ fruit? --------------..:-.----
3. Which states raise grain? 4. Which states raise a veget~ab~ll"'::e~?r--------------------
5. Which states might manufacture sheets and pillow cases? 
6. Which states raise crops which might be made into beverag-es~?~\som--e .... th ...fiig--to..--
~) -
1. In lrirl.ch states cOUld cows and hogs be fattib8d for market? 
8. What is the climate of eastern D? -----~ 
9. What is the climate of east-centra!~~'"""'~!3'~"~'?~-----.;...._--------... 
10. l1ha.t states probably manufacture cigars and cigarettes? 
---------------
J 
18. Lumbering 
8 
\II[]]: Fir - Spruce - Cedar 
f -~ Maple - Oak - Poplar 
-
a Hard Pine 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Different types of trees grow best 1n different cl:imates and at differ-
ent elevations or heights of' land. Evergreen trees usually grow best in tem-
perate to cool climates. in upland or mountainous regions. 
Maples• oaks• and poplars thrive in temperate climates. 
Pines like the long leaf, hard pine grow in temperate to warm climates • 
o.f'ten in low'land areas. 
Mahog~ grows best in hot. tropical climates. 
J 
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18. Lumbering 
Study page 26 carefully. It will help you to do the following "WOrk correctly. 
1. Check the states in which evergreens grow. D B A c 
2. Check the states in vthich hard pine grows. A D B c 
3. Check the state :in which mahogany grows. c B A D 
4. Check the two best reasons why trees grow very little 
a. It is water. 
in the unmarked areas. 
bi' It is very high., above the tree line. 
c. It is all desert land. 
d :: .._ : .,n•t enough rain ror trees to grow. 
5. The weather near the seacoast in eastern D is very ------------· 
6. Check the region where evergreens graw best. 
a. desert 
bo upland or mountains 
c. very low land 
do very hot, rainy land 
7. Hard pine is used for floors in houses. Check the states which export much lum-
ber for this use. 
A D c B 
a. Check the state which might export a very valuable lumber used for making fine 
living roan, bedroan, and dining room furniture. 
B 
9. The cljmate where maples, oaks, and poplars grow best is 
" bat, moist 
b. trigid 
c. temperate 
d. hot, dry 
D A c 
10. Check the chief cargo of ships sailing down the river £rom B to the sea. 
a. mahogany 
b. oak 
c. spruce 
d. hard pine 
J 
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I = Sheep 
An:imal.s live and thrive where their food is most plentiful. Though mo.t 
domestic animals can live comfortably in almost every climate except the Vf!lr1' 
cold and very hot, men usually raise them in large quantities in regionl whiah 
are best suited for their growth. 
By thinking about where these animaJ.s live best and what they eat, one 
can learn 1I11lch about weather and crops in rmy land, 6T811 though these are not 
sholfl'l on a map of that land show:ing grazing areas alone. 
1 . r,""~t !:::;ates raise cattle? 
2. What states raise .rJ.Ogs? -------------------
3. What states raise sheep? 
4. What states raise much corn 
5. What states export wool? . 6 .What states might have lar..,ge~m~e~at~pa ...c~ang~~ptaii~~£8~?-_....,..---~-------
·r. What states might export beef and cowhides? 
'• What states have the most temperate climates? 
, 'What states must import bacon and pork? ___ . ~--~~-----~ 
ln what states might high motmtains be fOUDd? 
1 
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19. Orazing 
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Each'=- 1000 pigs Each c.:: 1000 head of cattle Each I = 500 sheep 
Sometimes on maps, symbols standing for curlmal.s, vegetation, mining, etc., 
may represent a certain llllDlber of animals, a certain acreage of plants, a certain 
tonnage of metals. If' that is designated on a map the amounts and value of pro-
ducts can be figured quite acC\U'ately. 
Figure out the following problems by looking at the map symbols very car.-
f'ully. 
L Hdw many sheep are raised :in A? 
~ , "W:.l~ r:h state raises the most sheep 
3. lfnich is the greatGat grazir~ st .... ~,.;.,~ 
4. Which state raises the most pigs? 
5. Which state raises the most cattle? 
6. Which state raises cattle, hogs, and sheep? 
7. Hmr many hogs are raised in the state of D? 
8. Hdw :man;y cattle are raised in C? 
9. HOw maey cattle are raised in C an 
10. Haw many more sheep are raised in A than iii B ? 
APPENDIX C 
ANSWER KEY FOR SCORING THE TEST 
I' 
-r:-- -
I 
•I' 
ANS\1'.1]&5 TO ITEMS ON PRELIMINARY AND FINAL TESTS 
1. Snake River 
2. Lewiston 
3. F 
4. downstream 
'· b 
6. Snake River 
7. H 
8. 3 
9. by air 
10. 1.50 miles 
11. upstream 
12. water 
13. low 
14. a 
1.5. city of Casper 
16. I 
17. west 
18. very cold 
19. Astoria 
20. d 
21. E 
22. Boise 
' 23. 1000 
24. 2000 feet 
2.5. southwest 
26. a 
27. c 
28. Cheyenne 
29. high 
30. 11,2.52 feet 
31. E 
32. a 
33 Sheridan 
34 E 
3.5. 60,000 
36. 2 
37. d 
38. 3 
39. very low 
40. 7 
41. Northeast 
42. Columbia River 
Snake River 
48. Missouri River 
Yellowstone River 
49. F 
.50. eastern 
43. copper, gold lead, silver 
4h. c 
45. city F 
46. 2.5,000 
47. very hot 
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